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data with custom pagination function I'm using the react-bootstrap-table to render a table. When the dataset is large, I've to use a
custom pagination function to avoid the response time of server. The following function is how I'm using the pagination

function: getCustomPagination = (rows, paginate, sortBy) => { const {sortBy, paginate} = this.props; const {rows} =
paginate.rows; const sortByArr = sortBy? sortBy.split(' ').map(key => ({key, reverse: true})) : sortBy; const startAt =

sortByArr.find(key => key.startAt == 1); const endAt = sortByArr.find(key => key.startAt === sortByArr.length - 1); const
customSort = sortByArr.find(key => key.name ==='search'? sortBy : key); return { page: 1, perPage: 25,
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Bipasha Basu.Sarwan Singh of the Bajrang Dal, and Jagendra Singh of the Shiv Sena, now known as the Maharashtra
Navnirman Sena. Sometime in the 1980s, a few Gujarat leaders with no formal training in psycho-social engineering decided to

wage a psychological war of attrition against the country’s largest Muslim community. The objective was to make the Sachar
Committee Report, which gave no justice to Muslims, into a “carefully worded and respectful document”. It had to be done

without hurting too many Muslims’ feelings – for them to rise up would be a disaster. Their objective was to “break the backs”
of the All India Muslim Personal Law Board (AIMPLB), which submitted the Report, and its co-chair, Justice (R) Fali S.

Nariman, who, along with Justice (R) A.P. Shah, had drafted it. Through the new TV channels and media houses, the BJP and
its ally, the National Democratic Alliance, played psychological war of attrition against the country’s largest minority

community. And, the Gujarati leaders who were once aspiring to be the chief ministers of Gujarat were the highest on their
priority list. They were successful. The 2002 riots further strengthened their 3e33713323
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